Is Your Business Stuck?

Now, take a moment & to ask yourself another question – “Who’s really
stuck?”
Is it really your business… or you?
If you don’t move, I can guarantee that you & your business will stay right where you
are!!
At Brad Huckel & Co, we want to help you take the steps to go where you want to go.
Here’s a few hints to get you started on your journey:A

Quit the excuses.

All the excuses and explanations in the world are not going to do you any good. They
won’t add any value to your life or improve the quality of it by even the slightest
margin. To fulfill your calling and get where you wish to go in life requires more than just
thinking and talking. These feats require focused and sustained action. And the good
news is, you’re perfectly capable of taking whatever action is necessary. You just have
to choose to actually do it.
No one else can succeed for you on your behalf. The life you live is the life you build for
yourself. There are so many possibilities to choose from, and so many opportunities for
you to bridge the gap between where you are and where you want to be. Now is the
moment to actually step forward.
When you let go of the past, and move forward, you in no way change the past, you
change the future.

B

Give up the idea that you don’t have what it takes.

In the recent Steve Jobs movie, Steve was quoted as saying “When you grow up you
tend to get told that world is the way that it is, and that your life is to live your life inside
the world and try not to get into too much trouble. Maybe get an education, get a job,
make some money, and have a family.
But life can be a lot broader than that when you realise one simple thing: everything
around us that we call life was made up of people that are no smarter than you.”
Now here’s thought. You do have exactly what it takes.
Will it be easy? Absolutely not! Nobody is going to blindside you and hit you as hard as
life will. Sometimes life will beat you to the ground, and keep you there if you let it. But
it’s not about how hard life can hit you; it’s about how hard you can be hit and continue to
get up & move forward.
Another name for that is resilience. And frankly, if you didn’t have it, you’d be dead
already. So let’s move right along with the next point.
C

Give up focusing on what’s wrong, and start noticing what’s right.

In this life, what you see depends entirely on what you are looking for.
Are you good at making lists? Then stop coming up with those lists in your head of all
the bad stuff – all the reasons it won’t work, and start making a list of the right stuff.
And here’s a bizarre, way out there-type thought. How about grabbing your smartphone
right now & jotting down the first few items on a new list – one containing the steps to (ie
not away from) your desired destination.
And you do not need ideal circumstances to move forward. The happiest and most
successful people do not live with a certain set of circumstances, but rather with a
certain set of attitudes. Choosing to be positive and grateful for what you have now is
going to determine how you’re going to live the rest of your life.
Nothing to be grateful about? Wife/husband, kids & dog all hate you?

How about you start with the fact that if you’ve got food in your fridge, clothes on your
back, a roof over your head & a place to sleep, then you’re already better off than 90% of
people on the face of the planet. Hmmm?

D
Give up the tendency to get too caught up in other people’s judgments and
opinions.

Honestly, the biggest prison you will likely ever live in is your fear of what other people
think. You cannot let other people tell you who you are or what you want. You have to
decide that for yourself. When you’re making big decisions, remember, what you think of
yourself and your life is more important than what people think of you.
The key here is to remember that it’s OK to listen to others sometimes, but not at the full
expense of your own intuition. Because throughout your lifetime there will be many
times when the world gets real quiet and the only thing left is the beat of your own
heart. So you’d better learn the sound of it, otherwise you’ll never understand what it’s
telling you.
Someone once shared a line with me that I’ve never forgotten - What others think of me
is none of my business.
When you spend too much time concentrating on everyone else’s perception of you, or
who everyone else wants you to be, you eventually forget who you truly are.

So, what next?
At Brad Huckel & Co we are expert coaches, business planners & strategists, and will
help you and your business go wherever you want it to go.

Today is all you have. What are you going to do with it?
Pick up the phone & call Brad on 02 4655 7263 or click here to make an
appointment.

